
A temporo-informational nonlocal model, and two beautiful thoughts 
 
Beauty comes in many forms.  I insist, a scientific theory can have the same effect on me 
as a piece of verse or artwork.  I have three beautiful thoughts for you today.  Three ways 
of looking at the world which create the result: happiness.  These are just thoughts, new 
thoughts, no more.  Perhaps they are true?  Perhaps, they are just a beautiful possibility.  
Time itself will reveal this, although the worth of such things...is self-evident.  Here, have 
something new: A temporo-informational nonlocal model, something to entice the season 
to waking, and a rose: 
 
 
A temporo-informational nonlocal model: What if the singularity has never exploded, 
never ruptured…and what we have observed is the product only of the confined 
entanglement and its combinative perturbations creating time from the superposition?  
This explains much…from the form of the nonlocal field in one aspect, to the reason the 
vacuum energy is in fluctuation… perhaps the anthropic principle and the expansion of 
the universe as well.  Here is my meaning:  The manifest perturbations resultant from the 
entanglement would spread out creating space/time, their intermingled complexity 
creating multiple cross cancelations, compounding and interference.   So the singularity is 
still there, it is the vibratory perturbations, time, change, information/vibratory energy, 
which we see, and indeed, that is proposed/potential form, change itself, leading to the 
result…an explosion, but not in the usual sense, as the generating object has not been 
destroyed.  The singularity then is a generator, an entangled temporal generator!   It is 
this which is responsible for the vacuum energy being in fluctuation. Now as it is a 
Planck nugget, a singularity by any other name, we can see a beautiful and impossible 
result is implied…nonlocality is a literal inversion of Einstein!  This is the source of 
linear space time, a nonlocally connected atemporal aspacial source.  Instead of three 
spacial coordinates and one temporal, here, we have one spacial and three simultaneous 
time mappings!  Past, present and future all together create omnitemporal aspacial 
geometry! (or atemporal as all is canceled out).  That means the singularity is not 
available to us to observe as it is not in our dimension of reality.  If you accept this, then 
you can see the result must be an uneven vibrational and informational energetic 
distribution throughout the universe.  That yields the Anthropic principle.  If things were 
perfectly even we would not get condensations and accretions and would see 
homogeneous reality.  Now, if you follow all that, then if one supposes the natural 
conclusion that such a singularity should, as a black hole, over great spans of time lose 
mass, then the vibratory/energetic field for which the singularity is responsible would 
vary.  That yields the change in light speed which is what we use to infer universal 
expansion…the light now going through a different refractive index if you will.  Perhaps 
some of the conclusions are over reaching…perhaps not.  In any case, it is a beautiful 
thought. 
 
 
 
 
 



Perfect cruelty 
 
Splintered dew spatters silver chips of light 
Crushed to brightness,  
The first drops of morning; poured and shattered  
The valley warmed… in chill 
Her hand sweeps as wind, and treasure trembles 
Held in light and love, now choked to color and hue 
Poured out and spent, spun free and wasted 
The arbor weeps tears of fallen hope 
Long nourished, as treasure  
Spilled leaves tumbling up into swirled air 
Tugged free of the root 
Lost and dying … as treasure, as hope's spending.  
So does she provide and reap, and find her beauty 
Spent in cruelty 
Twice sharp, full… and wise. 
 
 
 
Time whispers 
 
A rose floats upon still waters  
the pond turning in inches  
the rose never but still  
Time whispers into silence,  
slow, thick, and full  
a thought which turns round the sight 
…a rose floats upon still waters… 
it is the pond, which slowly––– turns. 
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